
Tiles Dumawall+

Fast and easy fitting - X

Neat and tidy - X

Washable X X

Colourfast X X

Waterproof X X

Budget-friendly - X

Low maintenance X X

No dirty grouting - X

Light material - X

Hygienic - X

Warm to the touch - X

Easy to cut - X

No trims X X

Cloudy
 white

( CodE 030 )

Polished ConCrete 
light grey

( CodE 031 )

MystiC 
dark grey

( CodE 032 )

Dumawall+® a product of Dumaplast NV

www.dumaplast.be | info@dumaplast.be

8 650 mm 375 mm 5 mm

1,95
m2

 CLEVER 

STYLING!

While every care is taken when entering the information, some specifications may be erroneous 
or incomplete. All information is supplied in good faith and reflects our current knowledge. We 

cannot therefore be held liable for any errors or omissions.
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Robust 

Dumawall+ wall tiles offer high impact resistance, 
are colourfast and are made from completely solid, 
UV-resistant panels. Our tiles bring a stylish and lasting 
finish, in the manner you have rightly come to expect 
from Dumaplast.

dIY tile
Tiling has usually involved a fair 

degree of difficulty and frustra-

tion because cement adhesives 

and grinders can be tricky to 

work with. As we are not all 

handy – the whole house can 

soon become a giant mess. 

Dumawall+ tiles will turn til-

ing into child’s play. The tiles 

are easily nailed, stapled or 

pasted onto the walls. If nec-

essary, they can be cut to size 

with a normal saw and quickly 

installed.

Kleurvast
UV-résistant

Colourfast

AutHENtIC joint
Once in place, your walls will exude the natural charm of 

genuine tiled walls. Dumawall+‘s authentic micro-joint can 

be seen and felt, but you will no longer be troubled with 

dirty or crum-

bling grouting.

IdEAL IN damp ArEAs
All of our tiles are 100% waterproof and can be fitted in 

damp bathrooms without 

any problems and because 

the grouting is built-in they 

are totally hygienic. 

A quick wipe-down 

using a damp cloth 

will have them 

shining as new.

Nothing could be more enjoyable than relaxing and unwin-

ding at home on the sofa, especially, when the home inte-

rior is perfectly in keeping with your style and tastes. du-

mawall+ tiles with carefree fitting and maintenance bring 

an elegant finish to all interior walls.


